Abstract-While many prior works used text mining for automating different tasks related to software bug reports, few works considered the security aspects. This paper is focused on automated classification of software bug reports to security and not-security related, using both supervised and unsupervised approaches. For both approaches, three types of feature vectors are used. For supervised learning, we experiment with multiple classifiers and training sets with different sizes. Furthermore, we propose a novel unsupervised approach based on anomaly detection. The evaluation is based on three NASA datasets. The results showed that supervised classification is affected more by the learning algorithms than by feature vectors and training only on 25% of the data provides as good results as training on 90% of the data. The supervised learning slightly outperforms the unsupervised learning, at the expense of labeling the training set. In general, datasets with more security information lead to better performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Issue tracking systems are used by software projects to record and follow the progress of every issue that developers, testing personnel and/or software system users identify. Issues may belong to multiple categories, such as software bugs, improvements, and new functionality. In this paper, we are focused on software bugs reports (as a subset of software issues) with a goal to automatically identify those software bugs reports that are security related, that is, are related to security vulnerabilities that could be exploited by attackers to compromise any aspect of cybersecurity (i.e., confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization, and non-repudiation).
As the numbers of software vulnerabilities and cybersecurity threats increase, it is becoming more difficult to classify bug reports manually. In addition to the high level of human effort needed, manual classification requires bug reporters to have security domain knowledge, which is not always the case. Therefore, there is a strong need for effective automated approaches that would reduce the amount of human effort and expertise required for identification of security related bug reports in large issue tracking systems.
Software bug reports contain title, description and other textual fields, and therefore text mining can be used for automating different tasks related to software bug reports. For example, text mining of software bug reports have been used in the past to identify duplicates [1] , classify the severity levels [2] , assign bugs to the most suitable development team [3] , classify different types of bugs (i.e., standard, function, GUI, and logic) [4] , and topic modeling to extract trends in testing and operational failures [5] . Only several related works were focused on using text-based prediction models to automatically classify software bug reports to security related and non-security related [6] , [7] , and [8] . Prediction models used in these works were based on supervised machine learning algorithms that require labeled bug reports for training. Each of these works used only one type of feature vector and ten fold cross validation for prediction; none experimented with the size of the training set and its effect on the classification performance.
In this paper we propose both a supervised approach and unsupervised approach that can be used by security engineers to quickly and accurately identify security bug reports. Specifically, for both approaches we use three types of feature vectors: Binary Bag-of-Words Frequency (BF), Term Frequency (TF), and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). For the supervised approach, we experiment with multiple algorithms (i.e., Bayesian Network, k-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine), each in combination with the three types of feature vectors. Unlike the related works [6] , [7] , and [8] , we use training sets with different sizes to determine the smallest size of the training set that produces good classification results. This aspect of our work has a practical value because the manual labeling of the bug reports in the training set is a tedious and time consuming process. Furthermore, we propose, for the first time, an unsupervised approach for identification of security bug reports. This novel approach is based on the concept of anomaly detection and does not require a labeled training set. Specifically, we approached the classification problem as one-class classification, and classified bug reports similar to the descriptions of vulnerability classes from the Common Weakness and Enumeration (CWE) view CWE-888 [9] , [10] as security related.
We evaluate the proposed supervised and unsupervised approaches on data extracted from the issue tracking systems of two NASA missions. These data were organized in three datasets: Ground mission IV&V issues, Flight mission IV&V issues, and Flight mission Developers issues. We used these three datasets in our previous work [11] to study the profiles of the security related bugs reports based on the manual classification of each bug report to one of the twenty one primary vulnerability classes from CWE-888 [10] . In this paper we use the manual classification from our previous work [11] as labels for the training sets in the case of supervised learning and as ground truth for evaluation of both the supervised and unsupervised learning approaches.
Specifically, we address the following research questions:
RQ1: Can supervised machine learning algorithms be used to successfully classify software bug reports as security related or non-security related? RQ1a: Do some feature vectors lead to better classification performance than other? RQ1b: Do some learning algorithms perform consistently better than other? RQ1c: How much data must be set aside for training in order to produce good classification results? RQ2: Can unsupervised machine learning be used to classify software issues as security related or non-security related? RQ3: How does the performance of supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms compare when classifying software bug reports?
The main findings of our work include:
• Multiple learning systems, consisting of different combinations of feature vectors and supervised learning algorithms, performed well. The level of performance, however, does depend on the dataset.
-Feature vectors do not affect significantly the classification performance. -Some learning algorithms performed better than others, but the best performing algorithm was different depending not only on the feature vector, but also on the dataset. In general, the Naive Bayes algorithm performed consistently well, among or close to the best performing algorithms across all feature vectors and datasets. -The supervised classification was just as good with only 25% of the data used for training as with using 90% for training (i.e., the standard 10-fold cross validation).
• Unsupervised learning based on anomaly detection can be used for bug report classification.
• The best unsupervised classification results were not as good as the best supervised classification results. It appears that the choice of the learning approach is a tradeoff between better performance at expense of initial effort invested in labeling at least a quarter of the data. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in section II. In section III we present the details of our data mining approaches, including the data extraction and preprocessing, feature vectors we used, the proposed supervised and unsupervised learning approaches, and the metrics used for evaluation of the performance. The datasets and the manual labeling process used as ground truth for evaluation of the learning performance are described in section IV. The results of the supervised and unsupervised learning and their comparison are detailed in section V, followed by the description of the threats to validity in section VI. The paper is concluded in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Issue tracking systems contain unstructured text, and therefore text mining can be used to automatically process data from such systems. Multiple papers applied text mining approaches on bug reports, and were focused on different aspects such as identification of duplicates [1] , classification of severity level [2] , assignment of bugs to the most suitable development team [3] , classification of issues to bugs and other activities [12] , [13] , classification to different types of bugs (i.e., standard, function, GUI, and logic) [4] , and topic modeling to extract trends in testing and operational failures [5] . None of these works considered security aspects of software bugs.
Several works treated the source code as textual document and used text mining to classify the software units (e.g., files or components) as vulnerable [14] , [15] . Hovsepyan et al. extracted feature vectors that contained the term frequencies (TF) from the source code and used SVM to classify which files contain vulnerabilities [14] . The dataset used in that work was the source code of the K9 mail client for Android mobile device applications. The static code analysis tool Fortify [16] was used to label the source code vulnerabilities and the following classification performance metrics were reported: recall of 88%, precision of 85%, and accuracy of 87%. Note that these performance metrics were not with respect to the true class, but were based on comparison with the labels assigned by Fortify. However, it is known that static code analysis tools do not detect 100% of vulnerabilities and have a very high false positive rate [17] . In some sense, these results indicate that the method proposed in [14] performed similarly to Fortify. In another work, Scandariato et al. tried to identify components that are likely to contain vulnerabilities using term frequencies extracted from the source code along with Naive Bayes or Random Forest learners [15] . Using a dataset of twenty Android application, the prediction models led to recall between 48% and 100% and precision between 62% and 100%.
Somewhat related work by Perl et al. was focused on identification of Vulnerability Contributing Commits (VCC) within a version control system [18] . For this purpose, they mapped the CVEs and the commits leading to them, creating a vulnerable commit database. Based on that database, an SVM classifier was used to flag suspicious commits. This work used a dataset of 66 projects that used either C or C++ programming language. The authors stated that, compared to Flawfinder [19] , their method cut the number of false positives in half, while maintaining a recall between 26% and 48% and precision between 11% and 56%.
Several papers were focused on some security aspects of software bugs [20] , [21] , [22] . Wang et al. proposed a methodology for classification of vulnerabilities accordingly to their security types using Bayesian Networks [20] . The security types were defined as a subset of the NVD classification schema, and each vulnerability was classified as one of these types based on its CVSS Access Vector, Access Complexity, Authentication, Confidentiality Impact, Integrity Impact, and Availability Impact [23] . The probability distribution of vulnerabilities was calculated from all vulnerabilities in the NVD related to Firefox, but no performance metrics were reported.
Gegick et al. used text mining on the descriptions of bug reports to train a statistical model on manually-labeled bug reports to identify security bug reports that were mislabeled as non-security bug reports [21] . The SAS text mining tool was used for the feature vector creation, as well as prediction in a form of singular value decomposition (SVD). The bug reports from four large Cisco projects were used as datasets. The text mining model identified 77% of the security bug reports which were manually mislabeled as non-security bug reports by bug reporters. This system, however, had a very high false positive rate, varying from 27% to 96%. In a similar work, Wright et al. conducted an experiment to estimate the number of misclassified bugs yet to be identified as vulnerabilities in the MySQL bug report database [22] . To determine which issues were misclassified, a scoring system was developed. The experiment was initially performed on a subset of issues from the MySQL bug database, and after the scoring, the results were extrapolated into the entire dataset.
The closest to our work are three papers focused on classification of software bugs to security and non-security related [6] , [7] , and [8] . Often times, bugs are only identified as vulnerabilities long after the bug has been made public [6] . Wijayasekara et al. denoted such bugs as Hidden Impact Bugs (HIBs) and, based on their previous work [24] , created a system that can identify such bugs [6] . The authors first identified the CVEs for the Linux kernel and then gathered the corresponding bug reports. A basic "bag of words" approach in combination with Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial, and Decision Tree classifiers were used, resulting in recall of 2%, 9%, and 40% and precision of 88%, 78%, and 28%, respectively.
Another related work by Behl et al. used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) along with an undefined "vector space model," and compared the performance of this approach to an approach using the Naive Bayes algorithm [7] . The reported accuracy and precision (96% and 93%, respectively) were only marginally better than for the Naive Bayes. It should be noted, however, that neither accuracy nor precision, which were the only metrics reported in [7] , represent well the ability to classify bugs as security or non-security related. Specifically, both performance metrics can give misleading results for imbalanced datasets, which are expected in this situation. For cases like this, the recall and false alarm rate are much more appropriate performance metrics than accuracy and precision.
A recent work by Peters et al. proposed a framework called FARSEC, which integrated filtering and ranking for security bug report prediction [8] . Before building prediction models FARSEC identified and removed non-security bug reports with security related keywords. This filtering step was aimed at decreasing the false positive predictions. For prediction models FARSEC used the TF-IDF in combination with five machine learning algorithms: Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Multilayer Perceptron, and k-Nearest Neighbor. Finally, the results of the prediction models were used to create ranked lists of bug reports, with an expectation that security bug reports would be closer to the top of the ranked lists than to the bottom. FARSEC was evaluated on bug reports from Chromium and four Apache projects. The combinations of a filter and learner that produced the best G-Score had recall values in the range from 47.6% to 66.7%, probability of false alarm from 3.0% to 41.8%, and G-Score between 53.8% and 71.9% across the five datasets.
Common to the related works [6] , [7] , and [8] are the facts that (1) they all use prediction models based on supervised machine learning algorithms that require labeled bug reports for training, (2) each work used only one type of feature vector (i.e., BF was used in [6] and TF-IDF in [7] and [8] ), and (3) none of these works experimented with the size of the training set with a goal to find the smallest training set that produces good prediction results. It appears that unsupervised machine learning has not been used for classification of bug reports to security related and nonsecurity related in any prior related works.
III. PROPOSED DATA MINING APPROACHES
The overview of the proposed data mining approaches is presented in Figure 1 .
A. Data Extraction and Preprocessing
We approached the classification of bug reports as a text mining problem. First, the "Title", "Subject", and "Description" of each bug report were extracted, and then concatenated into a single string. The preprocessing steps included removing all non-alphanumeric characters using a regular expression in Python, converting all characters to lowercase, removing stop words 1 using python's Natural Figure 1 . Overview of the proposed data mining approaches Language Toolkit (NLTK) English stop word list [25] , and then stemming 2 each word with Python's Lovins stemming algorithm implementation [26] .
After the preprocessing steps were completed, we had one string for each bug report in the dataset. The features to be used for the data mining were then extracted from these strings as described next.
B. Feature Vectors
The traditional terminology used in text mining includes: terms, documents, and corpus. A term is a word within a document, that is, in our case a word in the string representation of a bug report. A document is a collection of terms, that is, in our case the string representing a bug report. A corpus is a collection of documents, that is, in our case the collection of strings representing all bug reports from a specific dataset. It follows that in this work there are three corpora, one for each dataset, which are denoted in the same manor as the datasets they originated from: Ground Mission IV&V Issues, Flight Mission IV&V Issues, and Flight Mission Developers Issues.
To conduct automated classification, it is necessary to extract feature vectors for each document. Each location in the feature vector represents a term, and the numeric value at that location measures the occurrence of that term in the document. The collection of terms (i.e., words) represented in feature vectors are referred to as the vocabulary. Selecting a large vocabulary would improve the coverage, and therefore the amount of analyzed terms extracted from each document; however, this leads to a very large dimensionality, increasing complexity, and could result in unnecessary noise. In our case, it appeared that most of the textual descriptions in bug reports were focused on how the bugs were found, their manifestation, and how they were fixed. Consequently, the security aspects were often a small detail within the bug report, or were not present at all. Because of this, using a vocabulary that consist of every term in the corpus, which is a typical approach, was not suitable. In particular, out of around two million terms in the vocabulary, only a few terms were related to the security aspect and the rest was a noise from the perspective of automated classification. Therefore, we used a smaller vocabulary extracted from the CWE-888 view, which minimized the amount of noise in feature vectors.
In this paper we used three types of feature vectors: Binary Bag-of-Words Frequency (BF), Term Frequency (TF), and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). The Binary Bag-of-Words Frequency (BF) is the most simplistic feature vector, defined by equation (1):
where BF (term) is the binary bag-of-words frequency of a term and f (term) represents the frequency (i.e., number of occurrences) of the term in the document. In other words, BF method only determines if each term in the vocabulary is in the document or not. The Term Frequency (TF) feature extraction method retains more information about the terms in a document than the BF. As shown in equation (2), instead of 1s and 0s corresponding to the presence or absence of a term, TF records the frequency (or number of occurrences) of a term in the document:
The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) feature vector, defined by the equation (3), is an extension of the TF feature extraction method, that weights the importance of a term in a specific document inversely to how often it appears in other documents. This is done to decrease the effect of terms that appear in many documents, because such terms likely contain little discriminatory information.
where n is the total number of documents, and N (term) is the number of documents that the specific term appears in. A common variation to these feature vectors is to exclude any terms that do not appear a minimum number of times in a document. This minimum frequency is often used to reduce the noise in a dataset. However, our work is focused on bug reports which often include only one word (i.e., term) pertaining to the security aspects of the bug. Therefore, to avoid loosing important information, no minimum frequency was set.
C. Proposed supervised classification
A supervised learning uses labeled training data to infer a model that describes the output from the input data. In this work we used the following supervised learning algorithms:
Bayesian Network (BN), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM), Random Forest (RF), and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Here we define a (machine) learning system as a combination of a type of feature vector (described in Section III-B) and a supervised classifier (from the list given above). Each learning system is denoted as FeatureVector Classifier. For example, if the Term Frequency (TF) feature vector was used in combination with the Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) classifier, this learning system is denoted as TF NBM.
To conduct supervised learning, each corpus has to be separated into two non-overlapping sets: training and testing. To achieve this, we first used the typical data mining approach based on 10-fold cross validation. This means the given dataset was split into ten equal folds (i.e., subsets), and then the training was performed on nine of them, and the testing was performed on the remaining tenth fold. This was repeated ten times, with each fold used exactly once for testing, and the average values of the performance metrics are reported.
Next, we explored the smallest amount of data that must be set aside for training in order to produce good classification results. This research question was motivated by the fact that the standard 10-fold cross validation learning approach has limited practical value because it reflects the situation in which a human has completed the manual labeling of 90% of the data before attempting to do predictive classification. Therefore, we conducted experiments exploring the feasibility of classifying the bug reports on smaller subsets of labeled data. For each of the datasets, we tested if the learning systems can correctly classify the bug reports to security and non-security related when using 90%, 75%, 50%, and 25% subsets for training, and the remaining part for testing. The experiments for 90%, 75%, and 50% were performed using cross validation (that is, 10-fold, 4-fold, and 2-fold, respectively) and the results were averaged. For the 25% experiment, since a cross validation approach would not work, the experiments were performed using random stratified selection with four repetitions. The results from the four experiments were then averaged.
D. Proposed unsupervised classification
Unsupervised learning infers a function to describe hidden structure in the data from unlabeled data. The use of unsupervised learning approach was motivated by two drawbacks of supervised learning. First, supervised learning algorithms require manual labeling of data to be used for training (i.e., building the model), which then can be used for testing (i.e., classification) of the unseen data points. The manual labeling may require significant time and effort. Second, there is a very high likelihood that not all vulnerability types will have significant numbers or even be present in the training set. Obviously, if a type of vulnerability is never presented to a classifier during the training, it is unlikely that the classifier will correctly classify data points in the testing set belonging to that vulnerability type.
In order to avoid the time consuming and costly manual labeling as well as guarantee that all vulnerability types have been properly defined and presented to the classifier, we propose a novel unsupervised machine learning approach based on anomaly detection. Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in data that deviate from 'normal' [27] . In our case the CWEs descriptions given in the CWE-888 view are considered 'normal' and the unsupervised machine learning method (for the purpose of classification) identifies the deviation from 'normal' and classifies those documents (i.e.. bug reports) as non-security related. In other words, we set the classification problem as one-class classification. Basically, the feature vector A extracted from CWE-888 descriptions defines the 'normal' behavior (in our case security related bugs). We use the cosine similarity distance measure defined by equation (4) to determine if the feature vector B of a document (i.e., bug report) is similar to the 'normal' (i.e., security related bugs as defined by the CWE descriptions) or not. The cosine similarity simply measures the distance (angle) between the feature vectors of two documents, and if the distance is greater than a threshold then the bug report is classified as non-security related (i.e., deviates from the 'normal'). Otherwise, it is deemed to be similar to CWE descriptions and is classified as security related bug report.
similarity(A, B) =
(4) Instead of guesstimating the value of the threshold, we adopted the method for threshold selection proposed in [28] , which is based on testing a wide range of thresholds on the validation data, selecting the threshold which gives the best performance, and using it for measuring the similarity on the testing data. For this purpose, each corpus (i.e., dataset) was separated into two subsets, where one subset was used as the validation set and the other as the testing set. (The threshold selection was based on the G-Score metric defined by equation (10) in section III-E.)
E. Performance Evaluation
The metrics used for performance evaluation are derived from the confusion matrix shown in Table I . The true (i.e., actual) class for this work is security related bug reports. We compute the following metrics which assess different aspects of the classification: 
The accuracy, given with (5), provides the percentage of bug reports that are classified correctly with respect to all bug reports. Accuracy has a limited value in cases when the classes are imbalanced, i.e., when one of the classes is much smaller than the other. Recall, defined by equation (6), accounts for the probability of detecting a security related bug report (i.e., is defined as the ratio of correctly classified security related bug reports to all security related bug reports). Probability of false alarm (PFA), defined by (7), is the ratio of non-security related bug reports misclassified as security related bug reports to all non-security related bug reports. Precision, defined by (8) , determines the fraction of bug reports correctly classified as security related out of all bug reports classified as security related. Accuracy, recall, probability of false alarm, and precision values are in the interval [0, 1]; a good classifier has high accuracy, recall, and precision and a low probability of false alarm.
The F-Score is the harmonic mean between precision and recall (see equation (9)), which describes how well an automated system is able to balance the performance between precision and recall. Ideally, we want both recall and precision to be 1, which leads to F-Score equal to 1. If either one is 0, F-Score is 0 by definition.
The G-Score is the harmonic mean between Recall and (1−PFA), as given by equation (10) . High G-Score indicates a good classifier, with high Recall and low PFA. The ideal G-Score of 1 is obtained when the Recall = 1 and PFA = 0. Note that G-Score accounts for the two most important metrics in our work -the Recall and PFA -and therefore it is used as a criterion to determine how good different learning systems are, as well as for the selection of the threshold used in the unsupervised learning (see section III-D).
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASETS AND THE MANUAL LABELING APPROACH
The three datasets from NASA utilized in this work were created by extracting relevant information from the IV&V issues of a ground mission, and both IV&V issues and developers' issues of a flight mission. For all three datasets only the "closed" bug reports from their corresponding issue tracking systems were included.
The first dataset, referred to as Ground Mission IV&V Issues in this paper, was extracted from the IV&V issue tracking system of a NASA ground mission. The ground mission software has 1.36 million source lines of code and 1,779 bug reports were created in the issue tracking system over four years. For this mission, the IV&V analysts specifically considered the security aspects of the mission and therefore the relevant bug report descriptions contained some security related information. Out of the 1,779 bug reports, the IV&V analysts explicitly marked 133 bug reports as security related. (Note that the bug reports tagged as security related testing issues were not included as they do not deal with the actual software under investigation.)
The second dataset, referred to as Flight Mission IV&V Issues in this paper, consists of the IV&V issues extracted from the issue tracking system of a NASA flight mission. The flight mission software has 924 thousand source lines of code. Over four years, a total of 506 bug reports were entered in the issue tracking system, out of which 383 bug reports remained after the removal of bug reports marked as "Withdrawn" or "Not an Issue". Even though this dataset was also created by IV&V analysts, security aspects of bug reports were not explicitly considered and bug reports' descriptions contained little security related information. Instead, descriptions were mainly addressing aspects of software operation.
The third dataset, which is referred to as Flight Mission Developers Issues, consists of issues entered by software developers in the developers' issue tracking system of the same NASA flight mission as the Flight Mission IV&V Issues. In this issue tracking system a total of 1,947 Developer Change Requests (DCRs) were created over five and a half years, out of which 573 DCRs were tagged as "Defects". (The remaining issues were marked either as "Change Requests" or some other non bug related type, and therefore were not included in the dataset used in this paper.) Since this dataset was created by the developers (instead by IV&V analysts) the textual descriptions were more focused on the software operation than security aspects. As in case of the Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset, no bug reports were explicitly marked as security related.
In order to be able to use supervised learning algorithms and have a ground truth for evaluation of both suprevised and unsupervised classification performance, we needed the bug reports from all three datasets to be labeled as security related or non-security related. As mentioned earlier, only the bug reports from the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset were explicitly marked as security or non-security related. The bug reports of the two flight missing datasets (i.e., IV&V issues and Developers issues) were manually classified (i.e., labeled) by our research team [11] . Here we only briefly describe our manual labeling approach. The details are given in our previous work [11] , which was focused on studying the trends of the software vulnerabilities in mission critical software.
The manual labeling (i.e., classification) of each software bug was based on the information provided in the textual fields of the issue tracking systems and was guided by the definitions of the CWE-888 primary and secondary classes [10] . Several examples of manual bug reports classification are as follows. A bug report with following description ". . . Line 277: Null pointer dereference of 'getServiceStatusInfo(...)' where null is returned from a method," was classified as the CWE-888 primary class "Memory Access" and "Faulty Pointer Use" secondary class. A bug report with the description ". . . The stream is opened on line 603 of file1. If an exception were to occur at any point before line 613 where it is closed, then the 'try' would exit and the stream would not be closed," was classified as the CWE-888 primary class "Resource Management" and "Failure to Release Resource" secondary class. On the other side, a bug report with the description ". . . Table 1 Note that, similarly to static code analysis tools, we used a conservative labeling (i.e., classification) approach and treated as security related every bug report to which we could assign a CWE-888 class.
Using the above described manual labeling approach we labeled as security related 157 bug reports (out of 383 bug reports) in the Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset and 374 bug reports (out of 573) in the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset. Table II summarizes the basic facts of the two missions and the three datasets used for evaluation of the data mining approaches for security bug reports prediction. 
A. Results of supervised learning
In this section we present the result of the supervised machine learning approach described in section III-C. We start with RQ1, which is focused on exploring if supervised machine learning can be used to successfully classify software bug reports as security related or non-security related. In this part, we use all combinations of feature vectors presented in Section III-B and supervised classification algorithms listed in Section III-C on each of the three datasets. For the kNN algorithm, the values of k that produced the best results were 1, 3, and 20 for the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset, and Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset, respectively. For SVM we used the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. The results are given in Tables III, IV , and V. For each dataset, the column corresponding to the classifier that performed the best with respect to G-Score is given in bold. Table III presents the classification performance for each dataset when using Binary Bag-of-Words feature vector (BF) in combination with each supervised classifier. Interestingly, but not unexpectedly, the best performing classifier was different for each dataset. Specifically, the best classifiers for the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset, and Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset were the Bayesian Network, Random Forest, and Naive Bayes, respectively. Furthermore, some classifiers, such as Naive Bayes, had consistently good performance across all datasets. Other classifiers, such as Bayesian Network, performed well on one dataset, but poorly on other dataset(s), including G-Score of 0 on the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset.
Table IV presents the classification performance for each dataset when using the Term Frequency (TF) feature extraction method in combination with each supervised classifier. In this case, the Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) classifier performed the best for the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, while the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was the best for both Flight Mission datasets. Consistently with the use of BF feature vector (see Table III ) some classifiers performed consistently good across all datasets, while the performance of other classifiers varied significantly over different datasets, from very good to very poor.
Table V presents the classification performance for each dataset when using the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) feature vector in combination with each supervised classifier. In this case, the Bayesian Network (BN) performed the best on the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, the Random Forest (RF) classifier performed the best on the Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset, and the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier provided the best results on the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset. Some classifiers performed consistently good across all datasets, while the performance of other classifiers varied significantly over different datasets, from very good to very poor.
To address RQ1, based on the results presented so far, it appears that supervised learning can be used to successfully classify software bug reports to security related and nonsecurity related. However, the results heavily depend on the datasets. In particular, regardless of the learning system, the results with respect to G-Score and other performance metrics were the best for the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, followed by the Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset. For these two datasets the classification was very successful. The worst classification performance was for the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset. Note that the recall values for the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset were also very good, but the high probability of false alarm (PFA) led to much lower G-Score than for the other two datasets. These results were somewhat expected having in mind that, as described in Section IV, the textual fields of the Ground Mission IV&V bug reports had more security relevant information than the other two datsets; the Flight Mission Developers' bug reports had least security related information.
After presenting the results for all combinations of feature vectors and classifiers, we can address RQ1a and RQ1b, which respectively are focused on exploring if some types of feature vectors and supervised classifiers perform consistently better than others. Based on the results presented in Tables III, IV and V it can be concluded that:
• The type of feature vector did not affect the performance of the learning systems significantly. BF and TF performed similarly, while TF-IDF performed slightly worse.
• Naive Bayes classifier performed consistently very well across all datasets, even though it was not always the best performing classifier. Other classifiers (i.e., SVM and NBM) had fairly consistent performance, but not always among the best and as good as Naive Bayes performance. Last but not least, Bayesian Network classifier performance varied significantly across datasets, with the best performance for one of the datasets, but very bad performance for other datasets. Next, we present the results related to RQ1c, which is focused on determining the amount of data that must be set aside for training in order to produce good classification results. For this part of our study, we restricted the experiments to the learning system consisting of the binary bag-of-words feature vector (BF) and the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier as it had consistently good performance across all datasets. As shown in Table VI , the best performance with respect to the G-Score for the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset was when 90% of the dataset was used for training. However, using less data for training, including as little as 25%, led to almost as good performance as in the case of 90% of the data used for training. Interestingly, for the Flight Mission IV&V Issues dataset the best performance was when using only 25% of the data for training. Similarity, for the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset the best performance was achieved when only 50% of the data were used for training, with insignificant performance degradation when only 25% of data were used for training. This is an important results of our study, with a significant practical value. It shows that the learner system is able to produce similar or even better classification results with only 25% of the data being manually labeled and used for training (i.e., building the classification model).
B. Results of unsupervised learning
In this section we present the results related to RQ2, which is focused on exploring if unsupervised machine learning approach described in section III-D can be used to classify software bug reports as security related or non-security related. Table VII shows the results of the unsupervised learning, using the BF, TF, and TF-IDF feature vectors and The results showed that TF-IDF feature vector led to better G-Score in case of the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, while TF feature vector led to better GScore for both Flight Mission datasets. Unlike in the case of supervised learning, BF feature vector underperformed compared to TF feature vector. Consistently with supervised learning results presented in Section V-A, the unsupervised classification performance differed across the three datasets, with the best performance in the case of Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset and worst performance for the Flight Mission Developers Issues dataset. Different performance across different datasets was mainly due to the amount of security related information provided in the bug reports (see Section IV).
C. Comparisons of supervised and unsupervised learning performance
Next, we focus on comparing the performance of supervised and unsupervised classification of software bugs to security related and non-security related, that is, address RQ3. Table VIII compares the G-score values of the supervised learning using the NB classifier (which showed consistently good performance across the three datasets) with the unsupervised learning based on Cosine Similarity, for the three types of feature vectors.
As expected, the unsupervised learning performed slightly worse than the supervised learning based on the best performing classifier or classifier (such as NB) that performed consistently well across all datasets. Note however, that the unsupervised learning does not require manual labeling of the data. Having in mind that supervised learning performed very well with only 25% of the data being labeled for training and provided somewhat better results, the choice of the learning approach becomes a tradeoff between better results at expense of initial effort invested in labeling one quarter of the data.
Next, we compare our results with related works' results to the extent allowed by the reported performance metrics in these works. The proposed supervised approach, even with only 25% of the data used for training, had significantly higher recall than related works [6] , [8] , and comparable PFA and significantly higher G-Score than [8] . The unsupervised learning approach also produced much higher recall values than related works [6] , [8] and similar values of PFA and G-score to the ones reported in [8] for the best combinations of filters and learners.
It should be noted that models that result in high recall and low to moderate precision are useful in the following situations: (1) In mission critical or security applications, high recall may be demanded, regardless of the precision and PFA, as the cost of false negatives is much higher than the cost of false positives. (2) When the cost of checking false positives is not high [29] . Our future work is focused on exploring approaches that may improve the classification performance, with specific focus on decreasing the number of false positives, which would increase the precision and decrease PFA.
VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Construct validity is concerned with whether we are measuring what we intend to measure. Consistent with their intended usage, most of the textual descriptions in bug reports are focused on how the bugs were found, their manifestation, and how they were fixed. Consequently, the security aspects of a software bug description were often a small detail within each bug report, or were not even present. Because of this, each feature vector contained only a very few terms (as small as one) related to the security aspect and the rest was noise from the perspective of automated classification. We attempted to address this threat by using a vocabulary extracted from the CWE-888 view, which minimized the amount of noise in feature vectors. This approach, however, may have a drawback related to the terminology used in bug reports. Specifically, if the documents being classified use security related terminology that does not exist in the CWE-888 view, then those terms are not being extracted, and therefore would not affect the classification. Based on the manual classification of bug reports, which we completed as a part of our prior work [11] and used as a ground truth in this paper, this did not appear to be the case in our datasets.
Internal validity threats are concerned with unknown influences that may affect the independent variables. One of the major concerns to the internal validity is data quality.
Some guarantee for the quality and consistency of our datasets are due to the fact that NASA missions follow high record keeping standards.
Conclusion validity threats impact the ability to draw correct conclusions. Quantifying and comparing the performance of learning systems are difficult tasks because many different performance metrics exist that reflect different aspects of the performance. In this work we report all metrics, but used the G-Score as the main metric for comparison of the automated classifications. This is due to the fact that G-Score integrates in one number the two most important performance metrics: recall and probability of false alarm.
External validity is concerned with the ability to generalize results. The facts that (1) this study is based on two large NASA missions containing around one million lines of code each and (2) the missions were developed by different teams over multiple years, allow for some degree of external validation. However, we do not claim that the findings of this paper would be valid for other software systems. Therefore, the external validity should be established by future studies that will use other software products as case studies.
VII. CONCLUSION
While multiple prior works used text mining for automating different tasks related to software bug reports, very little work exists on using text-based prediction models to automatically identify security related bug reports. This paper is focused on automated classification of software bug reports to security related and non-security related, using both supervised and unsupervised approaches.
For both approaches we used three types of feature vectors: Binary Bag-of-Words Frequency (BF), Term Frequency (TF), and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). For the supervised approach, we used six learning algorithms (i.e., Bayesian Network, k-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine) in combination with the three types of feature vectors. A unique to our work is the fact that we experimented with training sets with different sizes (i.e., 90%, 75%, 50%, and 25% of the whole dataset) to determine the smallest size of the training set that produces good classification results.
Furthermore, we proposed a novel unsupervised approach for identification of security bug reports, which is based on the concept of anomaly detection and does not require labeled training set. Specifically, we approached this as oneclass classification, and classified bug reports similar to the descriptions of vulnerability classes from the Common Weakness and Enumeration (CWE) view CWE-888 as security related.
We evaluated the proposed supervised and unsupervised approaches on three datasets extracted from the issue tracking systems of two NASA missions. The evaluation results led to the following main findings:
• Multiple supervised learning systems, consisting of different combinations of feature vectors and supervised learning algorithms, performed well. It appears that supervised classification is affected more by the learning algorithms than by feature vectors. Some learning algorithms performed better than others; the best performing algorithm was different for different feature vectors and different datasets. In general, the Naive Bayes algorithm performed consistently well, among or close to the best performing algorithms across all feature vectors and datasets.
• Supervised classification of bug reports was just as good with only 25% of the data used for training as with using 90% for training (i.e., the standard 10-fold cross validation). This finding has important practical implications because the manual labeling of the bug reports in the training set is a tedious and time consuming process.
• Unsupervised learning based on anomaly detection can be used for bug report classification, but it had slightly worse performance (with respect to G-Score) than the supervised learners. Note however that the better performance of the supervised learning comes at the expense of manual labeling the bug reports in the training set.
• The performance of the classification, both supervised and unsupervised, differed across the three datasets. This was mainly due to the different amounts of security related information provided in the textual fields of the bug reports. Interestingly, the lack of security related information affected the performance more significantly than the class imbalance problem. Thus, the classification performed the best on the Ground Mission IV&V Issues dataset, which had more security relevant information in the descriptions, even though this was the most imbalanced dataset (with only 7% of bug reports being security related).
In general, the results presented in this paper showed that automated identification of security related bug reports holds a great potential. Our future work is focused on exploring approaches that may further improve the classification performance and applying the automated classification to other NASA and open source datasets.
